
Developed the Wishlist page, Cart page and built the
DOME logic for the same
Page management and routing

Developed the Cart with  functionality

Developed the entire Home page with Navbar

Myntra is a major Indian fashion e-commerce company
headquartered in Bengaluru. 
Features: Users can scroll through the fashion products,
view the products in detail, and check out.
Areas of Responsibility:

Tech Stack: HTML | CSS | JavaScript
A collaborative project created by a team of 6
executed in 4 days.

 
Gearbest is an eCommerce website that specializes in
multi  products
Features: Users can scroll through the products, view the
products in detail, login, and register, add to the cart,
check out, and User Authentication
Tech Stack: HTML | CSS | JavaScript
Areas of Responsibility:

A collaborative project built by a team of 5 executed in 4
days

 
Pluralsight is the technology skills platform to build in-
demand tech skills with access to thousands of expert-led
videos courses etc.
Features: Users can scroll through the courses,  purchase
the courses, and many more 
Tech Stack: JavaScript | HTML | CSS
Areas of Responsibility:

A collaborative project built by a team of 5 executed in 4
days

PROJECTS

EDUCATION

Full-Stack Web Development(Full-time)
Masai School, Bangalore
March 2022 - December 2022

B.S.C (Mathematics)
L.N.M.U University, Darbhanga
April 2013 - June 2016

Senior secondary
Jesus & Mary Academy, Darbhanga
April 2011 - April 2013

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

Passionate about implementing and launching
new projects. Strong skills in design and
integration with intuitive problems solving skills.
Ability to translate business requirements into
technical solutions. Looking to start a career as a
web-developer with a reputed firm driven by
technology.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Java, Spring Boot, SQL, JavaScript, HTML, 
CSS

Guddu Choudhary
Java Back-end Developer

INTERESTS

SOFT SKILLS

Problem solving 
Adaptability and analytical thinking 
Collaborative-nature

CONTACT

Reading books 
Watching movies
Playing games

guddukumar270196@gmail.com

  +917004046710

guddu-kumar-choudhary

Darbhanga, Bihar

Myntra clone |

 Gearbest clone |

  Pluralsight clone |

Portfolio

gudduchy

https://github.com/gudduchy
https://github.com/br-lovanshi/pluralsight.clone
https://github.com/riturajnagar/clammy-lunch-3349
https://github.com/gudduchy/Myntra-Clone
https://melodic-gnome-33a64e.netlify.app/
https://famous-marzipan-49fcb5.netlify.app/
https://tangerine-medovik-117187.netlify.app/login.html
https://gudduchy.github.io/
https://github.com/gudduchy

